APPENDICES I

THE ORANGE COUNTY GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

1972  Sam Warren
1972 - 1974  John Rule
1974 - ? (Incorporated)  Sheila McWilliams
197? - ?  Doug Farson
197? - ?  Bruce Cronnell
197? -1981  Executive Team ???
1981-1985 (1st paid Dir.)  Niles Merton
1990 -1993  Christopher Prevatt (Admin. In charge)
1993 -1994 (6 mo.)  Donna Yutzy
1994  Craig Coogan
1994 -1996  Dan Wooldridge
1996 -2003  Doug Weiss
2003 - to date  Terry White

APPENDICES II

BAR AND RESTAURANT LIST

To be added when the six-month updated is done.